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A.

B.

C. All orders must be paid online, in advance. 501c(3) Purchase orders accepted with prior Bee 

Lignes email approval - no pre-payment is requried, just include P.O. paperwork with your order. 

Fabric yardage requirements can be found at the bottom of our website.

10. Ship fabric to:

9. Delivery date desired:

sales@beelignes.com

1. ll in ALL information. All information is REQUIRED. Form must 

match online order. Read entire form .  Please call 206-420-1307 or, email sales@beelignes.com with your ordering questions. 

he most suitable fabrics for covering buttons are fabrics that have a slight bit of give to them when the warp and weft is pulled, for example,  woolens.                                                                                                  

6. As described on our website, www.beelignes.com

7.
D. Please note: Not all 

sizes are available                                                          

for each style, see website

8. 

2. Staple ONE Fabric Swatch in                                                                                                                     

box below- Right Side Up                                                                                                                                 
(the side you want showing on the button)

4. Name:

*Shipping Address 

3. If you want fabric "fussy cut", Email:

5. Billing Address:

8622 17th Avenue SW
Seattle, WA 98106

 Missing information will cause delay in receipt of your order. 

         Include this form with all orders

 $10 MINIMUM order on buttons only                     (not inc.s&h)

Covered Buckle Ordering Requirements

Tightly woven fabrics, like taffetas, may require a layer of padding material to prevent fabric from puckering on the sides of the buckles.

 Buckle Style:

Buckle Quantity:

*Double check shipping address for accuracy. For ease of filling out- enter your address -THEN photocopy

Fill out this form for each size and style of buckle ordered, as well as, each fabric.

indicate which motif you want 
centered on the buckle by     

drawing a circle around the motif, 
directly on the fabric with PEN

D. 

Staple  Fabric Here      

Please note: Buckle fabric is cut on the bias.


